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Read Me First
Welcome to Take Control of FaceTime and Messages, version 1.0,
published in June 2022 by alt concepts. This book was written by
Glenn Fleishman and edited by Joe Kissell.
This book teaches all the ins and outs of using Apple’s three
communications apps: FaceTime, Messages, and Phone from the
basics all the way through advanced features, using apps, making
payments, and managing shared media and documents.
If you want to share this ebook with a friend, we ask that you do so
as you would with a physical book: “lend” it for a quick look, but ask
your friend to buy a copy for careful reading or reference. Discounted
classroom and user group copies are available.
Copyright © 2022, Glenn Fleishman. All rights reserved.

Covered Operating Systems
While the majority of FaceTime, Messages, and Phone features remain
the same over the last several versions of Apple’s operating systems,
Apple has made enough changes lately to FaceTime and Messages that
I decided to cover only the most recent major releases. This book
assumes you are using:
• iOS 15/iPadOS 15 or later
• macOS 12 Monterey or later
• watchOS 8 or later
• For FaceTime links with Android and Windows, recent versions of
the Google Chrome or Microsoft Edge browsers
Some features may require a minimum version of one of the operating
systems, such as iOS 15.4/iPadOS 15.4, and that’s noted where it’s
appropriate.
4
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Updates and More
You can access extras related to this ebook on the web (use the link
in Ebook Extras, near the end; it’s available only to purchasers). On
the ebook’s Take Control Extras page, you can:
• Download any available new version of the ebook for free, or buy
any subsequent edition at a discount.
• Download various formats, including PDF, EPUB, and Mobipocket.
(Learn about reading on mobile devices on our Device Advice page.)
• Read the ebook’s blog. You may find new tips or information, as
well as a link to an author interview.
If you bought this ebook from the Take Control website, it has been
added to your account, where you can download it in other formats
and access any future updates.
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Introduction
Apple’s core messaging apps FaceTime, Messages, and Phone let you
communicate with other people by video, text, and voice. Apple’s spin
on these services often contain proprietary or Apple-only elements.
The apps and services evolved in parallel with the release of the iPhone
and iPad and the maturation of macOS.
Along the way, FaceTime and Messages in particular have gone
through substantial changes while accruing new features, some of
which it’s likely you’ve never used. The Phone app, available on an
iPhone, has changed less, but it’s integrated into Apple’s ecosystem.
(watchOS has a Phone app that acts more like a FaceTime app.)
In this book, I start with an introduction for each app. These chapters
may serve as an introduction or a review of the app, depending on your
level of comfort with them. Even if you’re an experienced Apple user,
you may be surprised at what you can learn—I know I was as I researched and tested the apps for this book.
Following the basics, I dive into practical topics that I know perplex
and frustrate users every day. For instance, if you set up a group text
with people who have a mix of Apple and non-Apple equipment, how
do you manage that and what features are available compared to an
all-Apple-devices conversation? (See Chat with Group SMS and MMS.)
If you’re trying to help someone with a technical problem and want to
share their screen, where exactly has Apple hidden that feature? (It
still exists! See Share Your Mac Screen via Messages.)
You’ll learn about apps in Messages and sending payments to other
people with Apple Cash, blocking bozos and deflecting messaging
spam and unwanted calls, and managing the material other people
share with you. I also help you get playful, examining video filters,
stickers, and Memoji—I understand if you want to skip that chapter!
When you finish reading the book, you’ll have both a firm handle on
everything you can do, know what you don’t want to do, and have an
6
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easy-to-grab electronic reference for the future when you’re trying to
remember one of the many non-obvious features and settings in
Apple’s core messaging apps.
Apple Will Bring Loads of Improvement Later in 2022
While this book covers FaceTime, Messages, and Phone as of its
release in June 2022, I was excited to see Apple unveil its plans June
6, 2022, for significant improvements across those apps and more
generally across Apple’s various operating systems as relates to
personal communication.
Where appropriate in the book I mention new features slated for fall
2022 with iOS 16/iPadOS 16, macOS 13 Ventura, and watchOS 9. If
you opt in for notifications about updates, you will receive an email
when I’ve revised it after the release of those operating system
versions and be able to download a free up-to-date version.
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Quick Start
This book takes you from the basics through advanced features of
Apple’s core communications apps, FaceTime, Messages, and Phone. I
break up the apps into like features and extras across the book.
Get started with apps and sharing:
• Start with common app concepts; see Learn Common App Features.
• Figure out how and what to share; see Share Stuff.
• Be playful in your communications; see Get Playful.
Make calls with FaceTime:
• Get to know FaceTime; see FaceTime Basics.
• Make video and audio calls with two or more other people; see Set
Up FaceTime with 3+ People.
• Capture a call; see Record a FaceTime Call.
• Add effects and other elements to a FaceTime call; see Camera
Effects and Memoji.
Communicate with Messages:
• Learn all about Messages; see Messages Basics.
• Conduct group chats; see Chat with Groups in Messages.
• Go beyond Messages basics; see Extend Messages.
Call with Phone:
• Master the Phone app; see Phone Basics.
• Set up conference calls; see Use Phone for Conference Calling.
Go beyond the basics:
• Protect yourself from others; see Block Bozos and Spam.
• Make informed decisions to preserve your personal information; see
Understand Privacy and Security.
8
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Pick the Right App
We have a lot of options as to which app we pick to communicate with
another person. Do we want to communicate solely by text? By voice?
Or voice and video? While this book focused on Apple’s software and
ecosystem, sometimes an Apple app isn’t the right choice.
Here’s a quick guide to pick among Apple’s three apps, and when a
commonly used third-party app might offer better options. I’ve divided
these recommendations into a participant-focused, or how you need to
consider the other person or people’s knowledge and needs, and
conversation-focused, or which app fits the purpose of a conversation
better than others.

Top Picks by Participant Knowledge
Here they are by category of person or people you’re talking with:
• A family member or friend without a lot of computer or
mobile expertise who…
‣ …owns an iPhone, iPad, or Mac: Messages for texting;
FaceTime for audio and video chats.
‣ …doesn’t own Apple gear: Standard text messaging (using
Messages) for texts; or WhatsApp for voice and video calling
(and potentially also for texting).
Note: For the difference between Apple’s texting system and cellular
messaging, see How SMS and MMS Differ from iMessage.

• A family or social group with members who lack computer
or mobile expertise…
‣ …who all own an iPhone, iPad, or Mac: Messages for group
texts; FaceTime for audio and video calls with a modest number
of people; Zoom for calls with 10 or more people.
9
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‣ …who own a mix of equipment: Standard text messaging or
WhatsApp for group texts; Skype for smaller groups by audio or
video, or Zoom for groups of 10 or more.
• Social and nonprofit organizations: It’s rare everyone will
own Apple equipment. Consider WhatsApp for messaging, calls,
and video; Zoom for larger groups; and the messaging system
Discord for larger groups with lots of different discussions that can
be divided by topic into channels. Slack is also an option for discussions, though it has many limits that Discord does not. (Both Discord and Slack can work via a web browser.)
• Business and professional use: For straightforward phone
calls, any method will work that’s reliable; I’ve used Skype instead
of a landline or cellular line for many years. For audio and videoconferencing, FaceTime is a poor business fit. Instead, pick among
apps like BlueJeans, Cisco’s WebEx, Google Hangouts (personal)
and Google Chat (business), Microsoft Teams, and Zoom. If your
organization has a paid Slack account, it offers group calls and video
(up to 15 people).
• Secure cross-platform calling: If one of your concerns, or that
of other people in a conversation, is having highest level of protection from outside interception—by privacy violators, criminals, or
governments without due process—iMessage appears to be a strong
candidate; see How Apple Secures Messages and FaceTime. However, for cross-platform use, Signal may be the best choice. WhatsApp
is also an option when configured correctly, but it’s owned by
Facebook, making it a nonstarter for some privacy-minded people.

Recommendation by Conversation
We can slice this a different way, too, looking at the type of messaging
or conversation you’re trying to engage in:
• Phone call to a regular phone number: The Phone app is the
obvious choice if you have an iPhone. You can also use FaceTime on
an iPad or Mac if they’re linked to an iPhone for calling. Third-party
10
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Learn Common App
Features
Apple has three core messaging and communications apps: FaceTime,
Messages, and Phone (Figure 1). Each has a different focus and
purpose, although there’s some overlap and integration among them.

Figure 1: The core messaging apps across Apple’s operating systems, shown with their modern, flat icons.

Here’s how you can understand the distinctions among the three:
• FaceTime: The FaceTime app in iOS, iPadOS, and macOS lets you
create video calls with one or more other people as well as audioonly calls. Other people on the call may have an Apple device or can
use a modern web browser via an invitation you send. (watchOS
relies on the Phone app for FaceTime audio calls.)
• Messages: Use the Messages app in iOS, iPadOS, macOS, and
watchOS to send and receive text messages (also known as SMS),
multimedia messages (MMS), and messages using Apple’s proprietary iMessage protocol.
Note: Messages also incorporates apps, stickers, Memoji, and Apple
Cash payments. See Use Apple Cash for Personal Payments, Pick
Apps to Enhance Messages, and Get Playful.
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• Phone: Appearing in iOS and watchOS, the Phone app manages
telephone-specific interactions, like making and receiving phone
calls, maintaining a call log, and letting you retrieve voicemail. It
also displays call verification information (see Understand Privacy
and Security). Some Phone features can be used via FaceTime on an
iPad or Mac, while watchOS uses the Phone app for all audio calls.
There’s a key logistical distinction between these apps:
• Real-time or synchronous: FaceTime and Phone support synchronous conversations: the other person or people must be available at the same time as you to have a real-time, live conversation.
(An incoming voice call can be left as voicemail on an iPhone.)
• Offset or asynchronous: Messages allows asynchronous conversations: you can send a message whenever, no matter if someone
else isn’t available, and they can choose when they’re notified about
it and when they read it. Of course, you can also carry out live
conversations, as messages are received near instantaneously.
FaceTime, Messages, and Phone share and overlap in a few sets of
features that affect how you use them and which allow you to refine
how people reach you.
Tip: This chapter looks at commonalities. The following three chapters offer the basics on each app: FaceTime Basics, Messages Basics,
and Phone Basics.

FaceTime and Messages are always linked to iCloud email addresses,
part of an Apple ID (Figure 2). You must be logged in to iCloud on
your iPhone or iPad or into an account on your Mac with an Apple ID
with iCloud enabled. All your messaging and communications activities with those two apps are associated with your iCloud addresses.
Tip: To learn more about Apple ID, read my book Take Control of
Your Apple ID; for a deep dive into iCloud, get a copy of publisher Joe
Kissell’s Take Control of iCloud.
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FaceTime Basics
FaceTime is Apple’s catchall audio/video conferencing app. You can
place and receive audio-only or audio/video calls with one or more
other people. You can start, accept, or join calls from an iPhone, iPad,
or Mac using a native FaceTime app.
FaceTime on an iPad or macOS also receives incoming voice calls to a
phone number associated with an iPhone linked to your account if
you’ve enabled that option. (watchOS has its own Phone app for voice
calls and FaceTime audio.)
Tip: You can also join a call in a web browser from an Android device
or a Windows computer using a FaceTime link. I discuss that in Join a
FaceTime Call via a Link.

Note: This chapter focuses on person-to-person calls, even though I
include instructions where appropriate on setting up calls and text
with both one person and two or more people. For a focused discussion on three-plus party calls, see Conference with Others.

How You Make a FaceTime Call
Before we get into the details, I want to walk you through the way you
place an audio or video FaceTime call from end to end. Here’s how
FaceTime calls work:
1. You pick whom you want to call; see Choose Whom to Call Via
FaceTime.
2. You place the call; see Place a FaceTime Video Call.
3. FaceTime begins contacting the other person or people and you’re
in a waiting pattern. During this period, you can cancel the call or
take other actions; see Manage a Call Before It Connects.
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4. The person on the other end of the call either:
‣ Answers the call. (In a group call, at least one person has to
answer.) FaceTime starts the session; see Actions You Can Take
During a Call.
‣ Declines the call or never answers. (In a group call, everyone has to decline or not answer.) FaceTime offers options, such
as calling back; see Take Action When Unanswered.
5. Finally, in an active one-to-one call, either party hangs up and the
call ends; see End a FaceTime Call.
Note: With a Group FaceTime call, the session remains active until
the second to last person leaves. A group call has to have at least two
people in it.

Configure FaceTime Audio/Video
Options
FaceTime offers a small amount of configuration before and during
sessions. The options and methods vary by platform.

System-wide Audio and Video Features
Apple offers a few sophisticated audio and video options that you set
system-wide or during a FaceTime call via Control Center in iOS/
iPadOS, or Control Center or a system menu in macOS.

Mic Mode
Modern iPhone and iPad models have multiple mics to use timing and
volume differences to reduce background noise for cleaner sound when
you’re speaking. Apple added an option to control how ambient sound
is mixed with your voice.
Tip: Mic Mode requires iOS 15/iPadOS 15 or later and appears on
supported models. Consult this list of iPhones and this list of iPads.
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Messages Basics
The Messages app allows sending and receiving messages in what
Apple terms conversations with one other person or in groups. Apple
provides lots of tools and extras to enrich how you send and receive
text, share photos and links, and receive notifications about replies.
The Messages app consolidates phone network messages and Apple’s
iMessage into a single interface across all your devices. You can opt to
receive messages and send them across all your iPhone-linked phone
numbers and iCloud-connected email addresses (Figure 19).
With that simple idea in mind, let’s get started by sending messages.

Figure 19: This image from Apple shows all Messages behavior at
glance. At left from top: Search field, pinned contacts and groups
(and Tapbacks), and conversations. At right from top: person in
highlighted conversation, actions (upper-right corner), the conversation with time stamps, and app options above the text field.
45
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How SMS and MMS Differ from iMessage
Text messaging far predates iMessage, Apple’s proprietary messaging
system. iMessage coexists in the Messages app alongside text-only
SMS (Short Messaging Service) and rich MMS (Multimedia Messaging
Service). Apple manages them seamlessly for you.
When you send or receive a message to someone else with an iCloud
account, Apple always uses iMessage and shows your messages to
them in blue bubbles. The message field will contain the word iMessage in gray text.
When you send or receive messages with someone using a phone
number, Apple uses SMS/MMS for compatibility and shows your
messages in green bubbles. Text Message appears in gray in the
message field, too. One key distinction between SMS and MMS?
Group texts in which everyone sees replies works only with MMS. See
Chat with Group SMS and MMS for an explanation.
Phone-system messages aren’t sent with encryption and can be
intercepted. Apple built iMessage around end-to-end encryption that
effectively prevents interception. See How Apple Secures Messages
and FaceTime.

When You’re Charged for Texts But Not iMessages
It’s possible when roaming off your home network or home country
that you could be charged for text messages and not for iMessages.
iMessages use the data side of your plan and are always local: they
are sent over a local data connection. Text messages outside your
area or country may not be included in your service.
Even when they are, a text message sent from the country you’re in
to another country might incur a fee. Check your carrier plan before
you leave home to avoid unwanted, often very high charges!

Send a Message
Use the Messages app in iOS/iPadOS, macOS, or watchOS to send a
message. You can start by selecting a pinned contact or group or a
recent conversation, which are listed in reverse chronological order.
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Phone Basics
It’s easy to forget that an iPhone is also phone when we spent so much
of our time using it for purposes other than voice calls over legacy
telephone networks. In the world of iOS, “Phone” is just another app
with a specific purpose.
However, Apple has extended elements of phone service across its
devices through FaceTime. Let’s start with Phone app features on an
iPhone, and then move on to how to share calling access. Because one
of the key aspects of having a phone is for emergencies, I finish the
chapter with a look at how emergency calling, the Phone app, and
Apple’s operating systems fit together.
Note: watchOS lacks a FaceTime app even for FaceTime audio. You’ll
find Phone and FaceTime features all in its Phone app.

Learn Phone Basics
The Phone app lets you place calls and receive them just like a
“feature” phone, the euphemism for a non-smartphone.

Place a Call
Because Phone is integrated across iOS, anywhere you see a phone
number you can tap it to place a call.
Note: Want to call multiple people or call one other person and add
people to a call? See Use Phone for Conference Calling.

Call a Favorite
The Favorites view in Phone organizes all the people or companies you
want to call regularly.
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To add a favorite:
1. Go to Phone > Contacts or open the Contacts app.
2. Select a contact.
3. Tap Add to Favorites.
4. If the person or company has more than one way to reach them,
you’ll see a menu with options like Mail, Call, or Message (Figure
40). Tap the Call category and then tap the number to select.

Figure 40: The Add to Favorites menu lists all a contact’s phone
numbers and email addresses divided into categories.

You can tap Edit and tap the Remove
icon to remove a favorite
entry. Drag with the hamburger
icon to the right of each entry to
rearrange them.
Note: You can also select email addresses to add as a favorite from
Mail or Message to use them to initiate a message or FaceTime call
within Phone. These entries in Favorites labeled Messages or Mail.

Find a Contact
Use the Contacts view in Phone or the Contacts app to find a contact
and tap their number to call them.
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Conference with Others
It’s often the case we want to speak or message with more than one
other person, and that’s where FaceTime and Messages have you
covered. Even Phone can get it on the action within the constraints of
the creaky old phone system.
In this chapter, I explain how to use FaceTime Video and Audio with
three or more people as well as the use of FaceTime link, a sort of
rendezvous point for FaceTime meet-ups of one to many other people.
You’ll also learn how to create group chats with both iMessage and the
regular text-messaging system, and how to troubleshoot the intersection between iMessage and SMS/MMS.
How Many People Can Participate?
Each of Apple’s and the phone system’s group options have their
limits. Here’s an overview, with you counted in the total:
✦

FaceTime audio and video: 32 total

✦

iMessage: 32 total

✦

Text messages: 10 total

✦

Phone calls: up to 5 total, depending on carrier

Set Up FaceTime with 3+ People
Group FaceTime calls let you connect up to 32 people for video or
audio-only conversations. That’s a lot! Apple provides fewer tools and
controls than many competitors, like Skype and Zoom, which offer
similar or more expansive services. But if you and your colleagues,
family, or friends all have Apple devices, FaceTime can be the easiest
group call to set up by far.
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Tip: The one device type left out of Group FaceTime? Watch! You can
only have one-on-one FaceTime audio calls on a Watch.

Creating and receiving a Group FaceTime call proceeds just like any
other FaceTime call as described in Choose Whom to Call Via FaceTime and Receive a FaceTime Call.
Other controls and features described through the FaceTime Basics
chapter all apply. Consult particularly the Manage a FaceTime Call
section, which details the iconography of FaceTime and links elsewhere in the book to additional features.
You can also opt to use a FaceTime link, as described in the next
section, Connect on FaceTime with a Link.
Tip: If you want to understand where FaceTime fits in among options
from other companies, see the chapter early in the book, Pick the
Right App, which envisions scenarios and recommendations.

Group FaceTime Video Call Requirements
Group FaceTime video calls have very liberal minimum requirement if
you’ve purchased a new iOS or iPadOS device in the last several
years. You need iOS 12.1.4 or later running on an iPhone 6s or later,
and that version of iOS or any version of iPadOS on an iPad Pro or
later, iPad Air 2 or later, iPad mini 4 or later, iPad (5th generation) or
later, or iPod touch (7th generation).
However, any iPhone/iPad that doesn’t meet these requirement but
which has at least iOS 12.1.4 installed allows a user to join a video
call as an audio-only participant.
Mac users must have macOS Mojave 10.4.3 Supplemental Update or
later installed to participate in Group FaceTime video calls.
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Capture Live Photos,
Audio, and Video
During a FaceTime call, you may want to record the audio or audio and
video or capture images while video is active. Apple offers a few ways
you can accomplish this.
Warning! Check local regulations about the disclosure required to
take pictures during a video call or capture audio or video. In the
United States, these rules even vary by state. You can get into real
trouble by violating them.

Capture a Live Photo in FaceTime
FaceTime includes a built-in snapshot feature, which Apple calls a
“FaceTime photo.” It captures a Live Photo, an Apple-designed media
format that previews as a still frame, but which can play back a brief
snippet of video or audio.
To use this feature, you have to meet the following conditions:
• Minimum operating system versions: For one-on-one calls,
the parties need iOS 12.1.4 or later, iPadOS 13 or later, or macOS
10.13.6 or 10.14.4 or later. For Group FaceTime calls, everyone must
have iOS 13/iPadOS 13 or later or macOS 10.15 Big Sur or later.
• FaceTime Live Photos enabled on your device: Go to Settings > FaceTime and enable FaceTime Live Photos in iOS/iPadOS.
Go to FaceTime > Preferences > Settings and check “Allow Live
Photos to be captured during Video calls” on a Mac.
• Live Photos enabled by other party: They have to enable the
same setting.
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• Compliance with local laws: Apple may have disabled FaceTime
Live Photos in your country or area to comply with local laws.
button, a white circle nested inside a
Tap or click the Snapshot
white circle. For a one-on-one call, it appears in the lower-left corner of
FaceTime for iOS/iPadOS and in the upper-right corner in macOS. For
a Group FaceTime call, first tap a tile and tap the Full Screen
icon
in iOS/iPadOS; in macOS, first double-click the tile.
The captured image or Live Photo is added to the camera roll in iOS/
iPadOS or the Photos library in macOS. I show the difference between
using a FaceTime snapshot and a screen capture in Figure 59.

Figure 59: The FaceTime snapshot at left frames the image wider
and removes all the interface elements; at right, a macOS screenshot shows the FaceTime bits. (Note the snapshot button at right in
the upper-right corner, marked with an added red arrow.)

For privacy reasons, taking a snapshot alerts other members of the call
that you’ve done so (Figure 60).
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Share Stuff
The heart of communicating with other people is sharing: words,
pictures, links, audio, video, screens, experiences—what have you. And
FaceTime and Messages facilitate this sharing with built-in tools and
allowing pasting in items from other apps.
Apple has increasingly offered help in managing the experience of
sharing and the stuff you share. In this chapter, I’ll show you how to
use four different kinds of sharing:
• Find everything shared with you in Messages and how to manage
those items.
• Use SharePlay in Messages and with FaceTime to watch and listen
to media at the same time with other people.
• Allow others to see your location through Messages sharing.
• Share your screen or view someone else’s via FaceTime and Messages.

Explore What’s Shared with You
Apple used to treat media and items shared via Messages as a kind of
junk drawer of stuff. Then in iOS 15/iPadOS 15 and macOS 12 Monterey, they upgraded part of the junk drawer to something more akin to
a file cabinet called Shared with You.
Whenever you receive a link from Music, News, Photos, Podcasts,
Safari, or TV via iMessage, the item appears in a Shared with You
section in the related app (Figure 62). You can also view it in the info
page in Messages for a conversation.
Tip: Apple will let developers build this into their apps starting in iOS
16/iPadOS 16 and macOS 13 Ventura in fall 2022.
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Figure 62: A link shared from supported apps appears in a special
format in an iMessage.

Configure Shared with You
Unique among Apple features, the company lets you have a fine level of
granular control over whether Shared with You is active. You can start
at the global level, turning Shared with You on or off entirely. In iOS/
iPadOS, go to Settings > Messages > Shared with You. In macOS,
launch Messages and go to Messages > Preferences > Shared with You
(Figure 63). In both locations you can turn the feature off.
In the same location you can also choose which of the six supported
Apple apps show content shared in Messages. (For some reason, Music
doesn’t appear in macOS.)
Apple lets you drill down further, though: you can prevent items
shared by specific people from appearing in Messages and other apps
as Shared with You. In an iMessage conversation in Messages, whether
with an individual or group, tap the names at the top of the conversation in iOS/iPadOS or click the Info
icon in macOS. Then disable
the Show in Shared with You switch or deselect the checkbox.
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Extend Messages
Apple sometimes treats the Messages app like a five-pound sack into
which they need to cram another five pounds of stuff every time there’s
a new idea. The integration isn’t perfect: Messages had a couple of
straightforward purposes, and now it has many. In fact, many people
have used Messages for years without even knowing that some of these
extras exist.
This chapter looks at the most significant aspects of Messages that
extends its basic purpose and that may be the hardest to sort out. I
cover several features in Messages, some of which have limits on where
they’re used:
• Apple Cash: iPhone, iPad, or Watch
• Handwriting and send with effects: iOS/iPadOS
• Audio messages: iOS/iPadOS, macOS, and watchOS
• Messages Apps: iOS/iPadOS (limited number in macOS)
Let’s start with the most-used and poorest-labeled feature: Apple Cash.

Use Apple Cash for Personal Payments
Apple got into the payment world several years ago when they built
Apple Pay, a term that now encompasses a few kinds of things:
• Point of sale: Apple Pay via an iPhone or Watch lets you tap on or
hold near a payment terminal to make a contactless payment.
• Apple Pay in Safari: Using the Safari browser on any Apple
device, you can click an Apple Pay button on a supporting website
or in an app and then validate the payment via the same device if it
has Touch ID or Face ID, or a linked iPhone or Watch.
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• Apple Cash via Apple Pay: This last one is the subject of this
section. It lets you use Messages to send, request, and receive
payments on an iPhone, iPad, or Watch. You can also manage an
Apple Cash account’s details on each of those devices, though with a
subset of all settings available on a Watch. (A Mac can only view
Apple Cash messages.)
Now you might say, “Hey, isn’t this last one just called Apple Cash?” I
would love to agree with you. The feature is described as “Apple Cash”
or “Cash” on Apple’s website. But when you use it in Messages, you
tap a button labeled Pay. Tap Show Keyboard to expand the value
entry on an iPhone or iPad, and now it says “(Pay) Apple Pay” at the
top. No Apple Cash or Cash in sight.
What’s the distinction? It’s this:
• Apple Pay is a contactless payment system that can draw from any
stored debit or credit card, including Apple Cash.
• Apple Cash is a hidden debit card that Apple uses to hold value, but
for all intents and purposes, you can treat Apple Cash as it were a
cash account. Apple lets you transfer money in and out from a bank
account you link to Apple Cash. You can receive money from and
send it to another person via Messages. You can use Apple Cash as a
debit card with Apple Pay at a point-of-sale terminal, in Safari, or
for in-app payments as with any other debit or credit card.
Note: Apple Pay and your Apple Cash hidden debt card are distinct
from the Apple Card, an Apple-branded credit card that works just
like any other credit card, but has deeper Wallet integration in iOS/
iPadOS and macOS.

Apple has opted to brand the feature in Messages as Apple Pay because
Apple Pay is the mechanism by which you’re sending, requesting, or
receiving money from your Apple Cash account. I question that choice,
but let’s just move on.
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Get Playful
I confess that I am an “old,” not part of the born-digital generations
who grew up with always-available connectivity with richly interactive
mobile devices. (We had tin cans and string, and we liked them!) Apple
as a company is not much younger than I am, and so their attempts to
offer youthful playfulness and tools sometimes fall flat.
Nevertheless, never fault them for adding mirth and celebration into
the digital realm. I’m not sure most of the following are very useful.
But they can be fun in private or group messages, and certainly let you
be as goofy as you like.
In this chapter, I look at the four principal ways you can insert wackiness into FaceTime (Camera Effects) and Messages (Memoji, Stickers,
and Hashtag Images).

Camera Effects
FaceTime in iOS/iPadOS lets you overlay filters, text, and shapes onto
your video stream. Access this by tapping your preview, tapping the
Camera Effects
icon, and then tapping the Filters, Text, or Shapes
app icons.
Tip: Memoji is the first in the app drawer list here and stickers come
after the above apps. I’ll discuss those in the next two sections:
Memoji and Stickers.

The video filters come in a wide variety: some tweak the video to have
a different color balance; some make the stream stylish; and some are
just wacky (Figure 87). Here I am in Figure 88, ready to appear in a
1985 music video. Tap Original to remove the filter.
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Figure 87: FaceTime offers a wide variety of options for “improving”
or stylizing your video. (Here, rotated sideways for compactness.)

Figure 88: I don't know what I'm to say I'll say it anyway.

The Text app lets you tap to pick a style, color, and even a boxed shape.
After tapping, you can type into the selected text on your image. The
text and shapes automatically resize smaller as you type more text or
lines. You can tap away from the text and then tap it to reveal a Close
icon; tap that to remove the text from the stream.
Shapes. Shapes. The less said about this app the better. Someone was
responsible for it, but this set of ugly animations appear to have been
sketched out for review—and never completed. Apple should can them.
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Block Bozos and Spam
I expect Thomas A. Watson’s second call, the one after Alexander
Graham Bell rang to say, “Mr. Watson, come here, I want to see you,”
was a scammer trying to get Bell to invest in Suez Canal bonds.
Apple includes a few tools to help you block people you don’t want to
hear from for whatever reason, while also allowing third parties to
assist through apps. The company could still up its game substantially
further than it has to reduce exposure to abuse, spam, and scams.

Block Incoming Parties
Apple’s controls for blocking unwanted contact aren’t very sophisticated. There’s effectively a global, iCloud-synced blocklist that you can
add to, edit, and view across FaceTime, Messages, and Phone.
The list includes both phone numbers and email addresses, and blocks
phone calls from the general phone system, SMS/MMS messages, and
iMessages and incoming FaceTime calls from linked iCloud accounts.
The Mail app also blocks incoming emails that match addresses on the
blocklist.
Note: You should also check with your carrier, as many offer free or
paid services that allow a wider range of blocking tools. Some have
“permitted” lists, so that only messages and calls from people on a
permitted list arrive on your phone.

You will most frequently add entries to the list via a contact card in iOS
or iPadOS, as Apple only offers one location in macOS where you can
directly block people. Here’s where to block someone in iOS/iPadOS:
• FaceTime: Tap the Info

icon next to a call in the Recent list.

• Messages: For a one-on-one conversation, tap the name at the top
of a conversation, and then tap the Info button. For a group conver164
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sation, tap the names or icons at the top of the conversation, tap to
expand the group list, and tap a person’s name.
• Phone: Tap the Info
select a contact.

icon next to a call in the Recents list or

Now you can tap “Block this Caller”—the same text is used in every list.
In macOS, you can block people only in FaceTime: Control-click an
entry in the recent calls list and choose Block This Caller, which appears only for people and businesses in your contacts list. Oddly, you
can’t mark someone as blocked in the Contacts app.
You can find the list in all of the following locations in iOS/iPadOS:
• Settings > FaceTime > Blocked Contacts
• Settings > Mail > Blocked
• Settings > Messages > Blocked Contacts
• Settings > Phone > Blocked Contacts
In macOS, you can find the list in these locations:
• In FaceTime at FaceTime > Preferences > Blocked
• In Messages at Message > Preferences > iMessage on the Blocked
tab
• In Mail at Mail > Preferences > Junk Mail on the Blocked tab
Tip: For more about Apple’s Mail app and fighting email spam, see
Take Control of Apple Mail by Joe Kissell.

Reduce Unwanted Contact
While the blocklist is Apple’s primary tool for reducing unwanted
communications, they offer a few other ways to shave down spam,
fraud, and harassment.
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Understand Privacy and
Security
FaceTime, Messages (iMessage, not SMS/MMS), and phone calls (not
Phone) have a variety of privacy and security measures in place to
protect you. The goals for FaceTime and Messages are:
• Protect your identity. Information about you isn’t disclosed without
your explicit intent. You’re warned when you might be about to
disclose information you didn’t mean to.
• Prevent other parties from knowing with whom you’re talking,
messaging, or otherwise communicating. Preventing snooping of
so-called metadata keeps other people out of your business, including governments.
• Keep the contents of your communications strictly private. As with
metadata, the right to communicate without invasion should be
fundamental.
• Keep archived messages private and irretrievable by other parties.
People are sometimes tripped up when archives of messages or
encrypted recordings of calls can later be deciphered.
• Validate with whom you’re interacting, ensuring both that no other
party can impersonate someone in contacting you or during an
active conversation.
With Phone, only the last of those is possible and only in a limited
fashion, as I discuss in Check for Verified Calls.
Tip: For a much deeper explanation of these protections in iOS and
iPadOS and a whole lot more, consult my book Take Control of iOS &
iPadOS Privacy and Security.
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How Apple Secures Messages and
FaceTime
Apple relies largely on end-to-end encryption, often abbreviated E2EE,
to keep your communications private. This encompasses all of the
points above. The one exception is with archived messages if you have
Messages in iCloud enabled. (I address that later in the chapter, in
Messages in iCloud Has Security Loophole.)
E2EE is a technique designed so that only those who possess endpoints
in a secure connection, like a phone or computer, have the encryption
keys necessary to identify themselves uniquely, initiate a connection,
and decrypt incoming communication. The keys are generated on
devices, never leave them in unencrypted form, and neither Apple nor
any other party can obtain them.
However, such a system also requires an infrastructure to manage all
the necessary pieces for all users. Apple handles that part. How can
Apple both run the infrastructure and have zero knowledge of the
encryption elements on your devices?
Apple relies heavily on public-key cryptography, a system in which an
encryption key is broken into two mathematically related portions, one
that can be distributed publicly and the other retained with strict
privacy. Public-key cryptography is widely used to create secure twoway channels that allow parties on either side to trust each other
without advance arrangement.
As with HTTPS for secure web communications and SSH (Secure
Shell) for encrypted Terminal sessions, Apple’s E2EE uses the publickey aspect to start a session within which a session key or keys can be
deployed between the parties involved.
Here’s a brief sketch of how it works:
• Apple maintains a certificate authority that lets them install into
their operating systems a validation method that can’t be forged.
Apple can always prove their identity to your devices.
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About This Book
Thank you for purchasing this Take Control book. We hope you find
it both useful and enjoyable to read. We welcome your comments.

Ebook Extras
You can access extras related to this ebook on the web. Once you’re
on the ebook’s Take Control Extras page, you can:
• Download any available new version of the ebook for free, or buy
a subsequent edition at a discount.
• Download various formats, including PDF, EPUB, and Mobipocket.
(Learn about reading on mobile devices on our Device Advice page.)
• Read the ebook’s blog. You may find new tips or information, as
well as a link to an author interview.
• Find out if we have any update plans for the ebook.
If you bought this ebook from the Take Control website, it has been
automatically added to your account, where you can download it in
other formats and access any future updates.
More Take Control Books
This is but one of many Take Control titles! We have books that cover
a wide range of technology topics, with extra emphasis on Macs and
other Apple products.
You can buy Take Control books from the Take Control online catalog
as well as from venues such as Amazon and the Apple Books Store.
But it’s a better user experience and our authors earn more when you
buy directly from us. Just saying…
Our ebooks are available in three popular formats: PDF, EPUB, and
the Kindle’s Mobipocket. All are DRM-free.
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